


Experienced instructors with intimate knowledge of 

ACC, the routes flown, and what to expect at different 

locations cover topics required to keep the operation 

safe and legal. 



All Systems are covered in detail utilizing unserviceable 

parts from the maintenance department, an engine 

cutaway, and trips to the hangar where aircraft in various 

stages of inspections or repairs can be seen.  



Standard Operating Procedures, including checklist 

procedures, flight profiles, normal and emergency 

procedures are taught within the classroom and 

practiced within a Flight Training Device.   

 

Preflight procedures can be performed on a serviceable 

aircraft.  Both internal and external checks of the 

aircraft will be accomplished. 



Typically accomplished with the use of a Level 4 

Simulator located at FlightSafety at New York’s 
LaGuardia Airport.  Travel to and from LGA as well as 

hotel accommodations will be made by ACC. 

 

Can be accomplished in an aircraft if the Training 

Department and Flight Operations deem appropriate 

and/or necessary. 



After flight training and check rides are completed a 

return to the classroom to finish up differences training 

and to complete “house keeping” items such as getting 
a temporary pilot certificate, company badge, credit 

card, wings and epaulettes, and covering CASS and 

jumpseating procedures. 



With roughly 1 week for Indoctrination, 1 week for 
Systems, 1 week for Procedures, 1 week for Flight 

Training, and a few days for Difference Training, the 
total time frame for Initial Training will be anywhere 

from 4 to 6 weeks depending upon Simulator, Aircraft, 
and Instructor availability. 

 

Classroom events typically run from 8:30 a.m. until 5:00 
p.m. Monday through Friday, but the Training 

Department reserves the right to amend these times. 

 



While in Milwaukee, a company van and company 

housing is provided.  The housing has laundry, WiFi, 

furnished kitchen, desks, TVs, etc… 

 

The only thing employees are responsible for is food, 

for which a Per Diem is paid 7 days a week during 

training. 


